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In this note we prove a generalization of the following theorem that is due 
to A. A. Albert [l, Theorem 7.271. 
ALBERT’S THEOREM. Let A be a central simple p-algebra of degree pe over F. 
A is cyclic over F if and only if A has a subfield L such that L is a simple purely 
inseparable extension of F, and L is a splitting field for A. 
In our generalization, we remove the hypothesis that L need be a simple 
extension of F, i.e., we prove 
MAIN THEOREM. Let A be a central simple p-algebra of degree pe over F. 
A is cyclic over F if and only if A has a subfieldL such that L is a purely inseparable 
extension of F and, L is a splitting$eldfor A. 
For the proof of our Main Theorem, we need the following two theorems. 
The first is essentially a theorem of Jacobson [3, Theorem 4.541 and the 
second is another theorem of Albert [l , Lemma 7.131. 
DESCENT THEOREM. Let C be a simple algebra with center E, and let G 
be a $nite group of automorphism of E with fixed field F. If F can be faithfully 
lifted to a group G of E-semilinear automorphisms of C (i.e. for CT E G, L? is an 
automorphism of C such that O(xv) = a(x) Z(v) for x E E and v E C), then 
C g C’ OF E where C’ is the algebra of fixed elements of G. Moreover, C’ is 
simple with center F, and if [C : E] < 00, then [C : E] = [C’ : F]. 
THEOREM 1. Let A, B and C be Jinite-dimensional central simple p-algebras 
over F such that A = B OF C. If B and C are both cyclic over F, then A 
is also cyclic over F. 
* This paper represents a portion of the author’s Ph.D. thesis submitted to 
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Proof of Main Theorem. If A is cyclic over F, the existence of a purely 
inseparable splitting subfield is already guaranteed by Albert’s Theorem. 
Thus we concentrate on proving the converse. If A is a total matrix algebra 
over F, the result is trivial; so we assume A has index greater than one. 
We proceed by induction on e, where p” is the degree of A over F. If e = 1, 
then A is a division algebra of degreep over F and L = F(x), xv E F. Thus we 
apply Albert’s Theorem to see that A is cyclic over F. 
Let e > 1 and assume the theorem is true for any central simple p-algebra 
of degree pf, f < e, that has a splitting subfield which is a purely inseparable 
extension of the center of the algebra. 
Let A be a central simple p-algebra of degree pe over F, and let L be a 
purely inseparable splitting subfield of A. Choose x EL - F such that xp E F. 
If L = F(x), we can apply Albert’s Theorem; so assume L #F(x). Let 
B = Cen,(F(x)). By the Double Centralizer Theorem [2, Theorem 10.21, 
B is a simple algebra of degree pe-l with center F(x). B contains L and is split 
by L since A is split by L. By the induction hypothesis, B is a cyclic algebra 
over F(x). Let F(x)(y) and K be maximal subfields of B such that K is cyclic 
over F(x), F(x)(y) is a simple purely inseparable extension of F(x), and for all 
k E K, yky-l = u(k) where (0) = gal(K/F(x)) [l : Theorem 5.91. Let 
m = p--l, we have y” EF(~). Since F(x) has exponent 1 over F (i.e. zp EF 
for all x EF(~)), y” E F where n = mp = pe. We now have two cases to 
consider : 
Case I. y” $ F. In this case, F(y) is a simple purely inseparable extension 
of dimension pe over F. Thus it is a maximal, and hence splitting, subfield of A. 
Therefore A is cyclic by Albert’s Theorem. 
Case II. y” E F. For this case we use the Descent Theorem. By [4, Theo- 
rem 1.131, K = F(x) OF E where E is a galois extension over F with 
gal(K/F(x)) s gal(E/F). Hencey e y-l = u(e) for all e E E. Sinceyi EY-~ = E, 
we have yi CY-~ = C where C = Cen,(E). If vi denotes the restriction to C 
of the inner automorphism of A defined by a ++ yi a y-i for a E A, then vi 
is an E-semilinear automorphism of C. Since y” E F, vi = q+ if i = j mod m. 
Thus G = (q~ 1 0 < i < m - 1} is a group, i.e. q~p?i = vi+j . This shows 
that the hypotheses of the Descent Theorem are satisfied for C, E and G. 
Thus there is a central simple algebra C’ over F such that C = C’ @r E 
and C’ has degree p over F. Since C’ is the fixed algebra of G, C’ contains 
F(x) as a maximal subfield. Hence C’ is cyclic over F by Albert’s Theorem. 
If C” = Cen, C’, then c” is a central simple algebra of degree pe-l over F 
[I, Theorem 4.61. c” contains F(y) as a maximal subfield, so C” is also cyclic 
over F. However A = C’ OF C”, so by Theorem 1, A is cyclic over F. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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